INTRODUCTION
============

The supercritical fluid state near the liquid-gas critical point has been a major subject in condensed matter physics for its technological relevance and for its scientific significance ([@R1], [@R2]). One of the important goals is to bring down the critical temperature and pressure, which are normally much higher than ambient conditions. By contrast, in the electronic versions of these critical points, there are some cases where the temperature scale may be reduced significantly down to near-zero temperatures so that one may observe quantum critical phenomena in the corresponding "supercritical" states. Strange metal behaviors have been seen in correlated electron systems as a result of proximity to a quantum critical end point of a first-order transition such as a metamagnetic transition and a Mott transition ([@R3]--[@R5]). Another candidate for the density instability that may theoretically drive novel quantum criticality (QC) is valence transition ([@R6]--[@R9]). Near its associated quantum critical end point, singular fluctuations of valence (which includes charge, spin, and orbital degrees of freedom) and its coupling with thermodynamic quantities are expected to lead to a strong violation of Fermi liquid (FL) behavior. Similar to the Widom line in the supercritical fluid ([@R10], [@R11]), fluctuations remain strong near the valence crossover line. Although a valence crossover at low temperatures has been reported in a variety of materials ([@R12]--[@R19]), the associated QC has not been confirmed to date.

For the study of QC, many prototypical materials have been found among heavy-fermion 4*f* intermetallic compounds, because fine-tuning of characteristic energy scales is possible using high-purity crystals ([@R20], [@R21]). In this class of materials, QC has been regarded to arise from a competition between local moment magnetism and conduction electron screening of the local moments (the Kondo effect), as originally discussed by Doniach ([@R22]). Thus, the studies have focused on the systems with an almost integral valence that stabilizes the local moments.

Breaking this pattern, β-YbAlB~4~ is the first material that exhibits pronounced QC despite its strong mixed valency ([@R23]--[@R25]). An ultrapure single crystal of the material exhibits singular behavior without tuning, namely, under zero field and ambient pressure, such as a divergent increase of the susceptibility \~*T*^−1/2^ and anomalous *T*^3/2^ dependence of the resistivity, both of which are extremely sensitive to external field *B*. *T*/*B* scaling of the magnetization observed over four decades of *T*/*B* pinpoints the critical field to 0 ± 0.1 mT and reveals an unconventional form of the QC. Moreover, a recent pressure study found that this QC is separated from an antiferromagnetic (AF) phase that appears under pressure and extends up to *P*~c~ \~ 0.4 GPa, indicating the existence of a strange metal phase ([@R26]).

β-YbAlB~4~ has a locally isostructural polymorph α-YbAlB~4~ ([@R27]). At high temperatures, the two phases share nearly the same physical properties ([@R24], [@R28]). For example, both have mixed valence less than 2.8+ ([@R25]) and coherence temperatures of \~200 to 250 K ([@R23], [@R28]). Moreover, despite the mixed valency, both show an Yb ion local moment behavior expected for a Kondo lattice ([@R24], [@R28]). In the ground state, however, they have significant differences; in contrast to the QC behavior in β-YbAlB~4~, α-YbAlB~4~ forms a heavy FL at low temperatures with a specific heat coefficient of γ \~ 130 mJ/mol K^2^. On the other hand, a recent study revealed that several percentages of Fe substitution at the Al site induce Yb antiferromagnetism ([@R29]). Here, we show on the basis of our comprehensive study that the antiferromagnetism appears through a first-order phase transition across a very small amount of Fe substitution of *x*~c~= 1.4% in α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~. We found a sharp valence crossover at the critical concentration *x*~c~ accompanied by unconventional QC, which cannot be explained by the standard theory based on spin-density wave (SDW) fluctuations ([@R30], [@R31]) but, instead, can be accounted for by the valence QC.

RESULTS
=======

We first present a phase diagram established on the basis of our magnetothermal and transport measurements with a contour plot of the resistivity exponent α defined by ρ = ρ~0~ + *A*′*T*^α^ in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Upon doping, antiferromagnetism due to Yb 4*f* moments appears rather suddenly at *x* = 1.5% with the Néel temperature *T*~N~ of 1.2 K, whereas it is suppressed below 25 mK at *x*~c~ = 1.4%. The magnetic susceptibility shows history dependence between the zero-field--cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) sequences below *T*~N~ due to the canting of the magnetic moments with the spontaneous moment along the *c* axis ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R29]). This AF ordering also exhibits a clear anomaly in the temperature dependence of the specific heat ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that Fe itself does not carry any magnetic moment, as evident from the small diamagnetism found in the Lu analog, α-LuAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S3). Pronounced non-FL (NFL) behavior with α \~ 1.6 was observed around *x*~c~ = 1.4% ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Other properties of the NFL will be discussed later in detail.

![Phase diagram of the emergent electronic phases of α-YbAlB~4~ with Fe doping.\
(**A**) Phase diagram of temperature (vertical axis) versus Fe concentration *x* (horizontal axis) for α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ with the contour plot map of the power law exponent α = ∂ln(ρ~*a*~(*T*) − ρ~*a*~(0))/∂ln*T* of the *a* axis resistivity. *T*~N~ denotes the AF Néel point determined by magnetization (closed circles), specific heat (closed squares), and resistivity (closed triangles). The broken vertical line indicates the critical concentration *x*~c~ = 1.4% for the valence crossover and the first-order AF transition. (**B**) Doping dependence of the Yb valence estimated from hard x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) at 20 K (left axis) and doping dependence of the unit cell volume measured by powder x-ray diffraction at 273, 175, and 17 K (right axis). (**C**) HAXPES spectra of Yb 3*d*~5/2~ core level in YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ with *x* = 1.3 and 4.2% (top) and the difference of these spectra from *x* = 1.3 to 4.2% (bottom). (**D**) Schematic phase diagram for the valence QC mechanism, which is shown as a function of temperature *T*, magnetic field *B*, and the chemical pressure *P* for an Yb-based system ([@R8]). Valence crossover (blue) and the AF order (green) are both shown. Valence crossover (magenta) and first-order valence transition (FOVT) (red) surface are virtually drawn below 0 K. Valence crossover surface (blue) evolves into a phase boundary due to a virtual FOVT in the negative temperature. The critical end line at the border between FOVT and the crossover surface touches 0 K, forming a quantum critical point (QCP). a.u. arbitrary units.](aao3547-F1){#F1}

![Doping dependence of the thermodynamic properties of α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~.\
(**A**) *T* dependence of the *c* axis component of the DC susceptibility *M*/*B* for α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ with various *x* and the nonmagnetic analog α-LuAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~. Both zero-field-cooling (ZFC) (open symbols) and field-cooling (FC) (closed symbols) sequences were used. (**B**) Temperature dependence of the 4*f* electronic contribution to the specific heat divided by *T*, *C*~4*f*~/*T*, which is obtained after subtracting the nonmagnetic contribution estimated using the specific heat of α-LuAlB~4~ (see the Supplementary Materials for details).](aao3547-F2){#F2}

Strikingly, a sharp valence crossover was observed at *x*~c~ by hard x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) at 20 K, where the valence exhibits a sudden increase by 0.03 (corresponding to a 3% increase of 4*f* hole density) ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Typical Yb 3*d*~5/2~ core level spectra for *x* = 1.3% and *x* = 4.2% are shown in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (top), which exhibits a clear separation between the peaks associated with Yb^2+^ and Yb^3+^ states. Here, the valence is estimated using the ratio of the areas for these two peaks (see the Supplementary Materials for details). As shown in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (bottom), the difference spectrum obtained by subtracting the *x* = 1.3% spectrum from the 4.2% spectrum shows that the Yb^3+^ (Yb^2+^) component grows (diminishes) by increasing *x*. Correspondingly, the effective moment μ~eff~ estimated from the low *T* susceptibility below 15 K shows a small increase across *x*~c~ (fig. S4). Note that the observed 3% change in 4*f* hole concentration is sizable and amounts to more than \~20% of those found at the first-order valence transition (FOVT) in the prototypical systems such as Ce and YbInCu~4~ \[10 to 15% of 4*f* electrons/holes ([@R32]--[@R34])\].

This steep and continuous valence change may arise either from a sharp crossover or from a phase separation due to a weak first-order transition at *x*~c~. In the latter case, volume fractions of the phase-separated regions with distinct unit cell parameters may be expected to develop across *x*~c~, which is unlikely as we discuss here. First of all, our powder x-ray diffraction study at 17 K finds no broadening of x-ray diffraction spectra but, instead, a continuous volume contraction corresponding to the valence change (figs. S5A and S6). Low-temperature transmission electron microscopy detects no symmetry change in the lattice structure across *x*~c~ (figs. S7 and S8). In addition, the unit cell volume is found to be proportional to the valence over the entire range including the critical region if we subtract the lattice part due to chemical doping (fig. S5B). All these observations indicate that there is no phase separation. This should also be the case at temperatures far below 17 K because no signature of a magnetic order induced by phase separation has been detected down to the lowest temperature of our measurements, that is, 25 mK. The associated unit cell volume change was found even at elevated temperatures of 175 and 273 K across *x*~c~ ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This shows that the energy scale of the valence crossover is much higher than the scale for the antiferromagnetism, indicating the dominant role of the valence fluctuations rather than spin fluctuations on the QC observed at *x*~c~.

If the valence fluctuations drive the QC, then the associated schematic phase diagram should look like the one given in [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} ([@R8], [@R14], [@R35]). Namely, the FOVT is suppressed down to zero or even negative temperature in the phase diagram. At finite temperatures, the system is controlled from a "mixed-valent regime" (MV) to a "Kondo regime" through a valence crossover surface by tuning either chemical pressure *P* or cell volume (−Δ*V* \> 0). This is due to the fact that the radius is smaller for the magnetic Yb^3+^ ion than for the nonmagnetic Yb^2+^. When the system moves into the Kondo regime, a magnetic order may appear as a first-order transition as a function of *P*. At high temperatures, the magnetic degree of freedom effectively decreases the entropic free energy, thus stabilizing the Kondo regime rather than the MV, which defines the slope of the valence crossover surface.

To further examine the origin of the QC, we discuss the NFL behaviors found at *x*~c~ in detail. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} represents the magnetic susceptibility *M*/*B* = χ and the 4*f* electronic contribution to the specific heat divided by *T* (*C*~4*f*~/*T*), for samples with different *x*, respectively. Here, *C*~4*f*~ is obtained after subtracting the nonmagnetic contribution and nuclear Schottky contribution (see the Supplementary Materials for details). As seen in the figures, both χ and *C*~4*f*~/*T* are most divergent at *x*~c~ = 1.4%. The *T* dependence of *C*~4*f*~/*T* shows a logarithmic increase on cooling. Note that there is a possible crossover from the logarithmic to a power law behavior with a fractional exponent β \~ 0.5, namely, *C*~4*f*~/*T* \~ *T*^−β^ below around 100 mK as expected from the Maxwell relation and the *T*/*B* scaling found for the magnetization as shown below. However, the subtraction of the large nuclear contribution makes it hard to determine whether such a crossover exists (see the Supplementary Materials for details). Notably, in either case, our results indicate the divergence of quasi-particle mass at *x*~c~.

Significantly, the field evolution of *M*/*B* in weak fields below 50 mT follows the *T*/*B* scaling, the same as that found in β-YbAlB~4~ ([@R24]). As shown in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the systematic field dependence of *M*/*B* can be collapsed onto a single scaling function φ(*T*/*B*) at *T* \< 2 K; that is$$- \frac{\mathit{d}\mathit{M}}{\mathit{d}\mathit{T}} = \mathit{B}^{\alpha - 2}\varphi\left( \frac{\mathit{T}}{\mathit{B}} \right)$$$$\varphi(\mathit{t}) = \Lambda\mathit{t}{(\mathit{A} + \mathit{t}^{2})}^{\alpha/2 - 2}$$with α = 3/2. This indicates that χ(*T*) diverges at *B* → 0 with a *T*^−1/2^ dependence and furthermore that the critical field *B*~c~ associated with the QC is close to zero. Note that if *B*~c~ is finite, then the scaling should be with respect to *T*/(*B* − *B*~c~) rather than *T*/*B*. A systematic change from a zero-field NFL to a field-induced FL behavior at *x*~c~ was also confirmed by the *T* dependence of the resistivity. The contour plot of the power law exponent α indicates an anomalous power law dependence at zero-field (*T* linear at 5 K \> *T* \> 1 K and *T*^1.6^ well below 1 K), which crossovers to the FL with α \~ 2 in a magnetic field ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, see also fig. S10, A and C).

![Zero-field QC and its field suppression at *x*~c~ = 1.4% in α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~.\
(**A**) Scaling observed for the magnetization *M* in the *T* \< 2 K and *B* \< 50 mT. The data can be fitted to the scaling function φ(*t*) = Λ*t*(*A* + *t*^2^)^−*n*^ with *t* = *T*/*B*, a form chosen to satisfy the appropriate limiting behaviors in the FL regime ([@R24]). The solid line is the fitted data for β-YbAlB~4~ ([@R24]). The inset is the *T* dependence of the DC susceptibility *M*/*B* for *x*~c~ in α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ under various fields (solid line). Data at *x* = 4.2% under *B* = 3.5 T are also shown (broken line). (**B**) Contour plot of the power law exponent α = ∂ln(ρ(*T*) − ρ(0))/∂ln*T* of the *a* axis resistivity ρ~*a*~(*T*) in the *B-T* phase diagram of α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ at *x*~c~.](aao3547-F3){#F3}

A sudden emergence of *T*~N~ \> 1.2 K with only a very small change in Fe concentration from *x*~c~ = 1.4% to *x* = 1.5% indicates the first-order character of the AF transition, which suggests the subsidiary role of the magnetism and associated spin fluctuations for the QC found at *x*~c~. To further demonstrate this, in the following, we compare the zero-field QC at *x*~c~ with a field-induced AF QC for the samples at *x* = 4.2%. In general, application of the magnetic field stabilizes the Kondo regime with higher valence. As shown schematically in [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the valence crossover surface will move to the smaller *x*, that is, the smaller *P* under magnetic field. Therefore, for the sample well inside the AF phase at zero-field, the field-induced AF QCP will be separated from the valence instability. This allows us to study the QC associated solely with AF using the sample at *x* = 4.2%.

[Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} provides the phase diagram for *x* = 4.2%, determined by magnetothermal and transport measurements, combined with a contour plot of α, showing that *T*~N~ vanishes at the transition field *B*~N~ \~ 3.5 T. A fan-shaped NFL region with α \~ 1.6 is clearly seen at *B*~N~, which systematically crossovers to FL (α = 2) at lower and higher fields (see also fig. S10B). In sharp contrast to the zero-field QC found at *x*~c~, the magnetic susceptibility does not show a divergent behavior toward the field-induced QCP at *B*~N~. As shown in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the bifurcation between FC and ZFC data disappears above *B*~N~ = 3.5 T. Correspondingly, the magnetization divided by the field *M*/*B* at 80 mK peaks at *B*~N~ ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and *dM*/*dB* forms a broad peak at 2.9 T \< *B*~N~ ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This is in sharp contrast to the much sharper and larger peak in *dM*/*dB* expected at 80 mK by scaling [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} at *B*~N~ (broken line in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The observation discriminates the unconventional form of the zero-field QC at *x*~c~ from the one at the field-induced AF instability. The *T*^1.6^ dependence of the resistivity and the nondivergent temperature dependences of the susceptibility (broken line in the inset of [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) are all consistent with the behaviors predicted for an AF SDW instability ([@R30], [@R31]). At the same time, this comparison naturally leads us to conclude that the zero-field QC accompanied by the sharp valence crossover at *x*~c~ is induced not by the AF instability but by the proximity to a quantum valence instability.

![Field-induced QC of the antiferromagnetism in α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ (*x* = 4.2%).\
(**A**) Field-temperature phase diagram of the antiferromagnetism. Contour plot of the power law exponent α = ∂ln(ρ(*T*) − ρ(0))/∂ln*T* of the *a* axis resistivity ρ~*a*~(*T*) in the *B-T* phase diagram of α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ (*x* = 4.2%). The Néel points determined by the specific heat *C* (circles), magnetization *M* (diamonds), and the resistivity ρ (squares) measurements are shown. (**B**) *T* dependence of the DC susceptibility *M*/*B* under various fields close to the transition field *B*~N~. Both ZFC (open symbols) and FC (closed symbols) sequences were used. (**C**) Magnetization curve measured at *T* = 80 mK (right axis) and its field derivative ∂*M*/∂*B* (left axis). The broken line is calculated from scaling [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} using the parameters determined for the fitting to the data of α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ at *x*~c~ = 1.4%. Note that, here, the critical field *B*~c~ is shifted from zero field to *B*~N~ \~ 3.5 T. (**D**) Magnetization divided by the magnetic field *M*/*B* at *T* = 80 mK as a function of *B*. The red arrow indicates *B*~N~ = 3.5 T, where *M*/*B* starts to be suppressed with decreasing *B*. Consistently, the DC susceptibility exhibits bifurcation between FC and ZFC below *B*~N~, as shown in (B).](aao3547-F4){#F4}

DISCUSSION
==========

Theoretically, quantum valence criticality has been studied by various authors ([@R6]--[@R9]). In particular, the mode-coupling theory predicts the exact behaviors experimentally observed under zero field at *x*~c~, that is, *T*^−1/2^ divergence of the magnetic susceptibility (and also *T*/*B* scaling) and the crossover from *T* linear to *T*^3/2^ dependence of the resistivity as *T* → 0 ([@R8], [@R36]). These NFL properties arise from the divergence of the electronic effective mass and the local character of the valence fluctuations ([@R8]). In addition, the concomitant magnetic instability at a valence crossover is theoretically expected to result in a first-order magnetic transition, consistent with our experimental observations ([@R35]). On the other hand, significant similarity to the QC in pure β-YbAlB~4~ indicates an alternative possibility, where a topological phase transition of the Fermi surface occurs in a topologically nontrivial vortex metal, showing divergence in χ with *T*^−1/2^ dependence and *T*/*B* scaling ([@R37]). A particularly interesting possibility is that a topological vortex metal could provide a natural way for valence fluctuations to become quantum critical as the *f* level reaches at the Fermi energy. Note that both scenarios require a fine-tuning of the system to the QCP at *B* = 0 to satisfy the *T*/*B* scaling. Another interesting possibility would be the appearance of a second-order transition forming a QCP when the FOVT hits the absolute zero from the negative temperature side. Finally, our observation of quantum valence criticality provides a specific example of how quantum fluctuations may affect a supercritical fluid state by suppressing the critical temperature to near-zero temperatures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Single crystals of α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ (*x* ≤ 4.2%) were grown by the aluminum self-flux method ([@R27], [@R29]). The Fe concentration was estimated by inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy with resolution of 0.01%. Powder x-ray diffraction measurements were carried out from room temperature down to 16 K using a commercial x-ray diffraction system (RINT2100, Rigaku) in the angle range between 10° ≤ 2θ ≤ 90°. α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ and a silicon standard (standard reference material 640c, National Institute of Standards and Technology) were measured simultaneously to eliminate the measurement error due to the optical configuration of the x-ray system. We analyzed diffraction patterns to determine the crystal structure and lattice constant using the Rietveld analysis program PDXL (Rigaku) and found no impurity phase or structural transition from the pure system. Electron diffraction patterns for *x* = 0 and *x* = 4.2 % at 300 and 13 K were obtained using a transmission electron microscope (JEM-2010F, JEOL Ltd.) operating at a voltage of 200 kV.

We measured the electrical resistivity, DC magnetization, and specific heat of α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~. The electrical resistivity was measured by the standard four-probe method using a variable temperature insert above 2 K and by using a dilution refrigerator above 50 mK. The magnetization *M* above 2 K was measured using a commercial SQUID magnetometer, Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement System in the field ranging from 0.02 to 1 T. At low temperatures, the magnetization below 0.05 T was measured by a magnetometer made using DC-SQUID probes (Tristan Technologies) in conjunction with a ^3^He-^4^He dilution refrigerator down to 25 mK. Earth's magnetic field was eliminated by using a Nb superconducting shield covered with a μ-metal tube. Above 3 T, the magnetization was measured using the Faraday method in a dilution refrigerator down to 80 mK ([@R38]). The specific heat was measured by a thermal relaxation technique. The Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System was used for the measurements above 0.4 K. For measurements at lower temperatures down to 30 mK, a home-made specific heat cell installed in a ^3^He-^4^He dilution refrigerator was used.

HAXPES experiments were performed at the RIKEN Coherent X-ray Optics Beamline (BL29XU) in the SPring-8 synchrotron facility ([@R39], [@R40]). Photoelectrons excited by a 7.94-keV x-ray were analyzed using a Scienta R4000-10kV hemispherical electron spectrometer. The total energy resolution was set to Δ*E* = 250 meV. Clean crystal surfaces were obtained by fracturing in situ under the base pressure of \~ 10^−8^ Pa at room temperature. All spectra were acquired at the sample temperature of 20 K. The Fermi level *E*~F~ was determined by measuring the Fermi edge of an evaporated Au film electrically contacted to the sample.
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Supplementary text

fig. S1. Yb 3*d* and Al 1*s* core level spectrum of α-YbAlB~4~.

fig. S2. Yb 3*d* core level fitting for HAXPES data.

fig. S3. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility obtained under a field of 0.1 T along the *c* axis for *x* = 0, 1.0, 1.4, and 1.7% and along the *ab* plane for *x* = 0 and 4.2%.

fig. S4. Temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibility obtained under a field of 0.1 T along the *c* axis for *x* = 0, 1.0, 1.4, 1.7, and 4.2%.

fig. S5. Fe density dependence of the lattice constant and its relation to the Yb valence change.

fig. S6. Normalized powder x-ray diffraction data at around 400 peak for α-YbAl~1−*x*~Fe~*x*~B~4~ (*x* = 0.5, 1.3, 1.4, 1.7, and 2.2%), where the intensity and the scattering angle 2θ are normalized by those values at the main peak.

fig. S7. Electron diffraction patterns of *x* = 0 for \[001\] direction at 300 and 14 K (top) and for \[010\] direction at 300 and 13 K (bottom).

fig. S8. Electron diffraction patterns of *x* = 4.2% for \[001\] direction at 300 and 14 K (top) and for \[3-10\] direction at 300 and 13 K (bottom).

fig. S9. The temperature dependence of the specific heat *C* divided by temperature *T* obtained at *x* = 0 and 1.4%.

fig. S10. Anomalous power law temperature dependence of the *a*-axis resistivity at the zero-field quantum valence criticality and the field-induced antiferromagnetic instability.
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